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 English and Lithuanian dictionaries Anglonas is a free and easy to use dictionary app for your iPhone, iPod touch or iPad. Click
to read the FAQ section of Anglonas. Anglonas was made with the community in mind. No matter your learning level, if you

know the English word you want, you can find it in the Anglonas Dictionary. But if you are not familiar with the English word,
it is easy to figure out the Lithuanian word that goes with it. Complete Lithuanian-English and English-Lithuanian dictionaries,
simplified and without abbreviations Search both dictionaries at the same time. The Lithuanian-English dictionary supports two
dictionaries at the same time. In addition to the dictionaries themselves, you can search the concordance that helps you find the
meaning of words in context. On the top of the list, the Lithuanian-English dictionary has words of English origin, the English-

Lithuanian dictionary words of Lithuanian origin. Simplified and easy to use The program is designed for beginners and
advanced users. Only a few items can be found in the menus and the screens. In the Lithuanian-English dictionary, the 5 most

commonly used words are underlined, which makes it easy to look up the words you need. With the English-Lithuanian
dictionary, you can also look up the Lithuanian words corresponding to each English word. There are quick-look and detail

screens for both dictionaries. In the online version of the program, you can also use the concordance function to find the
Lithuanian translation of the word. Discover how the dictionary program looks like on iPad The Anglonas Dictionary for iPad
gives you the ability to search both dictionaries at the same time, and the Lithuanian-English dictionary with more than 30,000
words. Features English and Lithuanian dictionaries in both Lithuanian and English languages. Search both dictionaries at the
same time. Quick-look and detail screens for both dictionaries. Find the meaning of words in context with the concordance

function. Online version allows you to read the dictionary in the other language with the other dictionary. More information You
can send feedback to us by email: anglonas@gmail.com Follow us on twitter @ 82157476af
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